July 26, 1922, Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. Flarnee, kind friend, we are dropping you a few lines in regard to your boost of no one spoiling. Mr. Flarnee, we have some ladies up there and they must be respected this way of Boost. Asking the ladies to come by there at six o'clock and if we don't have plenty of yarn, we will make it up in having a good time. We can go out in the Bell Tower. They won't bee but a few of us up here and if they is we can go up stairs and knock it off. We are not
going to quit with this any longer we know that they are crooked women in every mill but the Dam O'neal must stay in a Dense Place this way of getting some of the hands up there it is easy to do business and they must stop it are we are going to take down some if them Dam sons of Bitches Ten hours is plenty for any women to work our women feeling as well as any one else thing have been treated dirty all the year up there and we have got
a Dam bellie full of it and the next time a women come to be carried out on the stretchers from being forced to stay up there when they have shit off it is going cause a Bob killing right up there in the tower and this way Dutch word is got cursing at women Dam if we dont stretch him much and Dam if you cant see after this at once we will see after you and if you cant stop these Besses from ordering these women out to the stower and say no and doing with them do they please we
asking your kindley to a word thr

Going to treat them witch feet in the air just like we did leave. So forget you can call us babies from if you want to we are not going to give you & minorities warning more yours truly. Yours truly.

Chuck A. Rangers.